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*There are. so many more vitamins when food
is eaten uncooked.

Ruling expected
•
m
case

The faculty of this university last week elected its representatives to four Governance committees and already
a student group will challenge the results of the Procedural Review Committee. Of the four faculty on the committee, three are faculty of the College of Liberal Arts.
According to University Governance procedures, no more
than two faculty from any one college may serve on any
committee of the University. Thus William Slavick, the
· number 4 vote getter, may be challenged by several students although he was 44 votes ahead of the next candidate.
All eight faculty elected to the Council are Portland
based except for George Hackett, an Education prof.
Elected to the Judiciary Committee were Bruce Allen
and Charles O'Reilly.
Ron Mazur and Lloyd Slocum were the two faculty
elected to the Student Affairs Committee. Minor Rootes
lost out by 6 votes in his election bid.
Al Roberge, Elections Chairman, told this paper that
the VIKING plans to challenge Slavick's election to Procedural Review Committee on the aforementioned grounds.
In the past, the paper and the professor have clashed frequently over politics, procedures, and any other thing that
·might occur. Thus mutual feelings are based on hostility
and it is only to be expected that a challenge should be
issued on Slavick's election.

Howard Allen does his evening show and acts as Chief Engineer of the new
Gorham Campus radio station, WGOR.
Charlie Depres turns the tables on the night show of WGOR FM. 107 on
your dial. More to come next week on the student radiomen.

FACULTY ELECTION RESULTS
The Council of the University
Elected:
Parker Albee
George Hackett
Peter Holmes
Draper Hunt
Philip Jagolinzer
Henry Monsen
Roger Rhoades
John Andrew Spa~ogle, Jr.

Inaugurates
Gorham Service

Votes
163
258
127
136
91
70
131
77

WGOR, a student run and managed radio station on the Gorham Campus, has been operating
for seve11al weeks now and all indications are pointing to a highly successful year of broadcasting.
Operating out of Anderson Hall, the station beams
at 107 on your FM dial, and is easily heard by all
persons on the Gorham campus.
Twelve DJ's provide the verbage as the station
presents both hard rock and classical sounds all
week. Howard Allen is the Manager and the Chief
Engineer and Tom Block acts as the Advertising
Manager for the setup.
Using an all musical format, the station experiments with new concepts in student programming.
Intent on serving the Gorham campus, it broadcasts
from 7 to 11 seven days a week.

Procedural Review Committee
Elected:
Yves Dalvet
Lindon Fish
Elizabeth Kerr .
William Slavick

137
152
111
109

Judiciary Committee
Elected:
Bruce Allen
Charles O'Reilly

Radio ·Station

51
63

Student Affairs Committee
Elected:
Ronald Mazer
Loyd Solcum

In it ...

69
74

Your help is urgently needed to serve as a volunteer in your choice of a number of programs. Requests
have come from various agencies for Big Brothers and
Big Sisters, tutors, nursery aids, and a host of other
positions.
Some of the agencies making specitic requests are
the Northeast Hearing and Speech Center, the Urban
Adult Learning Center, the Maine Audubon Society,

the Y.W.C.A., the United Drug Abuse Council, and the
National Red Cross.
If you have a few hours per week you'd like to
spend helping others, there are many opportunities
· for you to do so. If interested, please see Kathleen
Hojnacki in Student Affairs, 122 Payson Smith Hall
or call extension 334.

On page 5 of this issue you will find a new weekly
feature, the Faculty voice. The Observer welcomes
this series of articles; it expresses opinions and view~
points that deserve to be heard throughout the entire
university community. We do not always agree with
the views expressed in this section, but it is our
responsibility as a forum to air them.
We have also initiated a nationally syndicated
column - It's The Right Time. It is written by a
student at the University of Minnesota, Rick Mitz.
We think you'll like it (naturally).
Our editorial page is anifty quarter-size poster.
You can take it any way you lik~.
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Ed-itorials
Don't Vote, Don't· Bitch
This Wednesday, October 6, the League of Women
Voters will be on campus to help students to register
to vote. The 26th amendment to the U;S. constitution
has enfranchised most Americans over eighteen years
old.
All that you must do is to drop into the Lounge during the day and fill out the forms given you . The League

of Women Voters will mail the forms for you. It's really
a painless thing, but a very 11~cessary·act. We have so
little time to straighten out wome pretty horrible things.
You can bitch about taxes, the environment, and the War,
but if you won't even take time to register, you're complaining is going to ring hollow. If you don't vote, don't
bitch.

Due Process For All
the threat of violation of our civil liberties. It is friAccording to a 1967 Federal District Court ruling
ghtening
to think of the power potentially held by a
.in the case of Esteban v. Central Missouri State College,
small
group
of individuals.
the courts ruled quite definitly that any accused stuMust
the
university be reminded of current landdent must be given the specific charges of his alleged
lord
tenant
laws,
or have the administrators exempviolations of campus regulations at least ten days in adted
themselves
from
very
vance of a hearing. At or before hearing the accused
ted
themselves
from
being bound by those state rewould have the right to counsel the right to call witnesses,
gulations?
Is
it
our
duty
to act as a watchdog for
the right to cross-examine, the right to advance inspection
.university
violations
of
U.S.
court rulings, or can we
of the college's affadavits of exhibits, and the right of
still
trust
the
university
to
provide
us with safeappeal to the President as a final authority. It appears,
guards.
however, this university feels the ruling does not apply
Every student has a right to due process, irregardless
here at the U of M campus.
of
his/her
behavior or popularity. The violation this
Although the student handbook tells us any person
week
by
the
is allowed a hearing when charged with an infraction of
a regulation, the university feels it is exempt when it comes . week by UMPG of due process and the blatant rejection by the school of serving a 14 day notice of evicto due process. We are referring to a 28 hour notice of
tion can only serve to cause further damage on relaeviction by one university onone co-ed on the campus.
tions between the students and the University.
No formal hearing was called, no ten day notice given, and
Ignorance of the law is one thing that can be exinadequate time was allowed to let the woman find a new
cused
if attempts are made to assist those afflicted
place to live. Just 28 hours was given to her to find a new
by
the
violators. Arrogant flaunting of a student's
home.
rights
to
a fair proceeding are another. Hopefully
We are not defending her particular case but the right
the
university
will ccrrect its own mistakes and make
by any and all students to due process of law. If one uniefforts
to
avoid
future blunders.
versity is exempt from this (and the Missouri and a 1961
Alabama case says it is not), then all of us are living under

Letters...
most unfair ...
Dear Editor:
I would like to share with you and the readers of
the Observer a most unfair situation.
I am, or should say, was a freshman at UMPG in
Gorham up until the letter arrived in my hand stating
that I had until noon of Oct. l, to be out of the dorm.
I think I have to explain the circumstances leading
up to this: I was admitted into the University without a high school diploma. At the time there were
conditions made which I was more than willing to fulfill. The condition was that I had to go back to high
school and get my diploma in one quarter. Well, I went
to register for the courses that I needed to take and
found out that I had double to make up than what I
was told. The first couple of times I went to register
the guidance people were not around or were busy doing something else. By the time I finally became registered for my classes I was told that I could not start
until the second quarter. I came back to the University and informed the people who needed to know of
this and was told 'it would be taken care of. So
after this conversation I sort of just let things roll.
Well, as a result I recieved a letter saying that ·
I was not fully committed to the University as far as
getting my diploma goes and that as a result of this
I was being dropped from my courses and had to be
out of my dorm by noon time.
·
I'm not trying to say that I'm not to blame, because
I know in some aspects I am and I am more than willing to accept this. But it does seem to me that they
(the University) could give a person more than 24
hours to be out of the dorm. Especially, when you
don't have money, family or any place to go.
I also realize the amount of pulling certain p.:rsons
had to do in order to get me into school without iny
diploma.
When I had calmed down a little bit I started checking out some possibilities as far as housing arrangements
go. I tried several times to get in touch with someone
in the housing office to find out whether or not I could
stay in the dorm until I had made some kind of arrangements for myself. I found no one!!! (until the next
day).
(cont. on page 6)

,

the doctor's bag
always struck me as being a little too dainty). If you are
suffering from severe anxiety you might want to talk with
a professional mental health worker. I understand that
Aritl extra dry is a particuh1rly effective underatm deoderant. A word of caution: use it only under your
arms or you run the risk of skin irritation.
QUESTION: If the birth control pill is 'medication', are
after taking a shower! I'm afraid this is nervous perspiration. Can a doctor give me some sort of pills? I'm ruin- its effects in any way altered by the comsumption of
other medications such as aspirin, cold tablets or preing all my clothes. Help!
ANSWER: There is considerable variation as to how
scribed drugs, such as penicillin,, or by the comsumption
much a person perspires. In addition to temperature,
of alcohol which supposedly has increased effects when
individual idi6synoracy plays a considerable_role. In
taken along with medication?
certain medical conditions, perspiration is increased.
ANSWER: None of the drugs which you mention will
We've all experienced this with a fever ,,but people with
affect the action of birth control pills. It would always
a hyperthyroidism also perspires heavily. A visit to your
be wise to tell a doctor you are on the birth control
doctor can usually rule this out.
pills at the time he is prescribing any new medication
Anxieth often causes in'creases sweating (perspiration _ for you. Certain medicines which have an effect on
. hormone production might be contraindicated if a
person is on birth control pills. Incidentally, it is probably not advisable for the nursinJ1; mother to be on

by Arnold Werner, M.D.
Copyright, 1971
Address letters to Dr. Arnold Werner, Box 974, East
Lansing, Mi. 48823
QUESTION: I have an embarassing problem: I perspire
heavily. I have tried everything and have e-oon perspired
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oral contraceptives, as the drug comes through in the
milk.
QVESTION: Recently while looking through a book on
techniques of sexual intercourse, I ran across a part on
the fmportance of contact between the penis and the clitoris during intercourse. There was an accompanying
diagram which showed this, and it appeared that in order
for this to be achieved, the penis would need to be bent
or curved upward at a considerable angle in order to•
make contact with..the clitoris. Mine curves slightly
downward'\. and I wonctermtif-this is abn6rmal?
ANSWER: The overwhelming majority of penises are
hinged at the point where they are attached to the body
and have no difficulty in bending upward. There is considerable variation from person to person. Unfortunately this variation often causes needless concern. It is very
rare that an a~atomic abnormality prevents adequate sexual functioning. When this occurs, there is almost always
a solution sometimes requiring no more than a little imagination.

· What Did HE _Lose

i
bv Rick Mitz
We hear much discussion about how it is everything from drugs, the Revolution, the Movement to
rotten dorm food that binds students together.
Not "tnie. There is one thing that binds all students
all over the country--all over the world--together.
Their parents.
There usually are two of them per student. Some
· students have more, or less; 6ut usually each student
is blessed with two. And it's not easy for us to forget
They help us sellect a college.
' I don't like it, Al,' your mother c~ws to your fa.
ther.
'Don't like what, Esther?'
'This college--this Harvard-place. What kind of
school is that for a nice boy like Our Marvin- -so far
away from home?'
They even give us the application fee money. They
give us money to go away to school with. They pack
our clothes carefully, underwear and sockes on the
bottom, shirts and suits in the middle, and a gas mask
on the top (I mean, they read Newsweek, they know)
your mother muttering God Forbid as she closes the
mamoth trunk shut.
And finally we're gone--supposedly basking in educational bliss, miles away from home. Yes. We're
gone. · But tl:iey\e still there.
The first letter comes a day after you've arrived
taped to the outside of a large package.
'Dear Son, Enclosed with this letter is a year's
supply of vitamins so that you shouldn't get a deficiency.' And the letters are always signed Your
Mother so you shouldn't think it's someone else's
mother who's sending you vitamins.
For the fir~t few weeks of college, the letters arrive daily at the dorm. Then the phone calls start
coiping.
'Hello, Marvin? This is your mother.'
'Oh,hi,Ma.'
'Don't 'Hi, Ma' me. Marvin, do you know
~ 'Don't 'Hi, Ma' me. Mamn, do you know how
much this phone call is costing me?'
'Ma, you didn't have to--'
'Marvin, I know what's going on, I know. I saw
the 6 o'clock news tonight. I saw you sitting in the
president's office with that bunch of roughnecks. I
saw you smoking his cigarettes and drinking his
sherry.'
'Ma--'
'Marvin, I saw. I saw it all.'
'But,Ma--'
'Marvin, I want you to know--and I don't want
you to feel the least bit guilty--but you've let your
father and I down terribly--'
'Ma!.'
'I didn't know. I didn't know. This is why we sent
you away to that fancy-shmancy $4,000 a year college! . We never thought you'd be up to anything like
this.'
'Ma, 1--'
'Marvin. You promised. And you've let us down.

Your father and I are very disappointed that you're,
that you're--'
'That I'm what, Ma?'
'That you're smoking cigarettes and drinking
sherry. You promised you wouldn't, Marvin.'
'But Ma, 1--'
'So listen, Star. You looked very nice on the TV.
Maybe you· should go into the television field . . .'
'Ma.'
'So who was that girl you were with? You never
told your mother about her .. .'
.
And on and on it goes, your Mother, having only
your best interests at heart. Of course.
And then there's that evening you call home 'just
to talk' and your mother's out and you attempt to
talk to your father and mention that you're changing
your major.
'Dad?'
'Yes, Son.' (He calls you son so that you shouldn't
forget.)
'I'm changing my major from Pre-Med to Humanities.'
'To Humanities?'
'Yeah.'
'What are you going to do--open up a Humanities
store?'
But worse than the letters, wqrse than the phone
calls, are the Vacations. There usually are three or
four a year. You come back home exhausted from
cramming hard after week-long exams, tired from hav_ing led such a staunch, clean-cut moral college life,
wiped out from those post-finals parties. You return
home looking tired and worn out, ready to go back
to your old room and faint.
As you walk in the door, your mother pulls out
an old copy of the National Observer.
'See, Al,' she says to your father. 'I was right.'
Your father tucks in his undershirt and takes a
deep breath.
'What's all this about?' you ask weakly.
'Marvin, your eyes are bloodshot,' your mother
says.
'I haven't slept much--exams.'
'And I detect a drastic change in your personality.'
'Mom--I'm exhausted.'
'And you've lost weight,' she says, reading from
the paper as she nods and sighs.
,
'And you're wearing a long-sleeved shirt. 1-knewit.'Mom, it's ten below out.'
'I knew it. Al, I knew it. I was right all along.
The boy,' she says, ignoring you, turning to your
father, 'is On Drugs. Any minute, the narcotics men
will be here to take you away, to ruin all the pleasure
of our vacation with you .. .'
,
Student protests really have nothing to do with the
college campus. Student Protests are what take place
when college students come home for vacation.
Mothers and daughters often have a hard time during that first college vacation horrie. Thanksgiving.
With the mother giving thanks that her daughter isn't
pregnant; the daughter giving thanks that she can go
back to school in two days.
But suspicions arise. As the daughter unpacks, her
mother looks carefully over her shoulder.
After a few hours home, the· mother beckons her
daughter into her bedroom, where she is laid out,

suffering, on her carefully-made bed.
'Marjorie?'
'Yes, Mom?'
'I'd like to talk to you. I think your father and I
have been very receptive to your desires. We've given
in to your whole etymology schtick--'
'Ecology, Mom.'
'Yes, Well, we've been very nice. We've stopped
using colored toilet paper while you've been home-and, God Knows, it's ruining my whole color scheme
in the bathroom. But that's okay. If that's what
makes you happy. And Dad's been saving his shirt
cardboards and this morning I used them to drain the
bacon. We don't usually eat bacon, but you said it
was for astrology-'Yes, So we did it for you. But there's something
I want to know, Margorie. I saw a copy of your campus newspaper in your. room, and I couldn't help
picking it up and readirlg it--God Knows you never
tell us what's going on at that school we're paying a
fortune to--'
'Mom, I've told you not to go through"my room.'
'Well, what I want to know is this: who is this
roughneck student boy president on ·the front page
shouting about tearing down the walls and revolution?
Tell me, what kind of boy is this president of your
student body?'
'Beats me, Mom. I don't know him.'
'What? So why don't you know the president of
your own student body? h would hurt? How do
you expect to get anywhere?'
And a few hours later ...
'Marjorie, I wish to talk with you about the problems of pregnancy in today's collegiate society.'
'Oh, Mom.'
'listen, Marjorie. Your father and I have your
best interests at heart. You've been in college exactly 68 days now and I just want to warn you-to tell you--how much it would disgrace your father
and I if you were to become pregnant out of wedlock. Now I don't want you to feel bad, but it would
give your father a heart attack.'
'Oh, you don't have to worry, Mom. rm being
careful.'
'Careful!!! Marjorie--your father will have a
heart attack when he hears this. How could you disgrace us . .. ?'
But parents try. As Marvin is about to leave his
home and return to college, lugging his water pipe,
wearing a sweatshirt with a clenched fist printed on
it, his mother is still wondering about those longsleeved shirts.
And, as Marvin walkes out of the house, his patents
call after him.
'Um, Right On, Marvin, and we'll write back,'
his mother cries.
·
'Get those grades Up Against The Wall, Son.'
'Have a Groovy semester, Sweetie.'
'Don't get, ;th, Freaked In by all ·the hard work.'
'And, Marvin,' his mother shrieks. · Marvin stops
'And, Marvin,' his mother shrieks. Marvin stops
in his tracks.
'Marvin, don't forget . . .'
Marvin smiles, clutches -his umbilical cord, and
mutters something to himself about The Caes Meow
And then he goes off to college.
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Are These Fights Your Fights, Too?
The Rage of Women and the Agony of Vietnam-- •
a discussion led by Boston and Portland women activists Wed. at 7:30 in Luther Bonney Auditorium on
the Portland campus--is the first major event of the
Portland area Student Mobilization Committee 'Out
Now' fall campaign of anti-war activity.
The campaign has been cranking up at UMPG for
two weeks, with Wednesday night meetings at the Portland campus Student Annex and leafleting at both campuses.
The two-month anti-war drive will move into high
gear next Wednesday with a Moratorium Day noon
march from the Portland campus to Portland C;ity Hall,
afternoon workshops, and an evening candlelight assembly with talks and guerrilla theatre. The aim is to mobilize what SMC leaders identify as a growing swell of

Vietnam

opposition to and impatience with the Vietnam War.
particularly within organized labor.
Coming programs include 'High School and the War'
October 20th, a program for which speakers are still being sought, and 'Wages, Prices, and the War', October
27the, led by the national SMC coordinator, Debbie
Buston., and trade unionists.
The campaign will reach a climax November 6th with
mass demonstrations to end the Vietnam War in fifteen
ctties, including Boston.
SMC calls for immediate withdrawal from Vietnam
and promotes non-violent mass anti-war actions. Coordinator of the local SMC is Bruce Kimball, phone 7720076.
Other programs including whowings of such films
as 'selling the President' are being planned.

The Blackbird Theater entertained in Gorham on Thursday with "movies:• puppet
shows and the play Beauty and the Beast during the evening.

Blackbird Theater Drama Includes
Unusual Stage Techniques, Style
Beauty and The Beast
The Blackbird Theatre was on campus the latter
part of last week. They held a workshop Thursday,
as well as a puppet show and 'crankie' movie in front
of the cafeteria; that evening was Beauty & The Beast,
which unfortunately conflicted with the International
Film series in Bailey Auditorium. I attended the Friday performance in the Russell Hall gym (opposite the
theatre auditorium).
There was a small turnouffor the show--about fifty
people or so. The amazing thing was as you enter, and
caught a look at the 'stage': it was a canvas backdrop
painted 'Vith bright pastoral ' scenes; at one end there
was a pole with a pulley that hoisted the 'sun' and moon'.
The porceedings that followed I frankly didn't understand, being basically story-line oriented. The structure
of the play was sort of a mine-dance combination that
used no more than five or ten lines of dialogue. But it •
was delightful, nonetheless.
Two men (I think they were men) came out and
hoisted up the 'sun' to the top of the pole & the play began with a parade of chicken and others. Which included
a man in chains, Beauty and the Beast. They set the man
down in the chair and marched off. The sun was lowered
and reversed for the 'moon'; Beauty enters with a basin
and pitcher of water. She washes the man's feet carefully and then spread eagles beside him.

gort'
t.lello, Zeus, Quler

~ Earth & t.leavens.

iou

Did
have a
rest ul night?

Again the 'sun' is brought up a nd th ere is a man th at
brings out the Beast who sits in a chair foreward of the
. me Beau t y ,, an d so 1•t 1s
• d one. She
man. He says 'Bnng
bows before him; he rises. And a man comes from backstage, dressed in black and says, 'Have mercy on this man'.
Both he and Beauty leave.
At this point the Beast leaves too, and the man in
chains moves back and forth on the stage; and then the
Beast returns. And a parade of the chickens that tie up
the Beast and drag him round the audience to the front
of the stage again (shades of Salvador Dali ! ! !); Beauty
unties him and props him up straight, puts a pair of antiers _in his hands; and then the dance that e nd s th e produc~ion.
There was more. I probably forgot most of the happenings, for they seem to blend into one another in a
whirlpool of repetetion and restatment. But, regardless of method of the play, it was good. There is no
doubt about that. I especially liked the scarf that was
pulled from the heart of the Beast that had written on
it 'Beauty' a half dozen times. Also the chickens and
thier dance about the man in chains and the Beast. And
too, the use of the hoist of the 'sun' and 'moon'.
The total effect was startling. Whether it was an
amalgam of fairy tale and allegory I do not know.
But it really doesn't matter. The impression of the
whole show a flow of images that evocted the desired

~oil .. Mortals

were again ·
praying

tome ...
all night

long!

What
do
they
request?

The usual : that the laws
oP the universe be
reversed to
accommodate
various petsons,
all unworthy .

VVAW OUTLINES ITS HISTORY
Vietnam Veterans Against the War was founded by six
Vietnam Vets in New York City in 1967. The orginization was given little recognition and the membership
remained relatively small 1mtil Labor Day of 1970. One
hundred fifty Vets clad in jungle fatigues and carrying
toy M-16s conducted Operation Rapid American Withdrawal (RAW), in a four day, eighty mile march from
Morristown New Jersey to Valley Forge, Penn. The
march was conducted to show the American people
what the war is really like. In every town and city between Morristown and Valley Forge, the Vets brought
the war home---conducting Guerrilla Theatre, Search
and destroy missions and prisoner interrogations.
In Detroit, Michigan, February 1971, WA W held the
Winter Soldier Investigation. For three days one hundred thirty Viet Vets testified about the war crimes
and atrocities they had witnessed and participated in.
They told of the brutilizatio.n of military training and
the genocidal policies of the American government in
Indochina. The testimony was sworn true and read into the Congressional Record by Senator Mark Hatfield
in April 1971. Operation Dewey Canyon III, W AW
national action April 19-23, was a limited incursion into the country of Congress by over one thousand Viet
Vets. The name Dewey Canyon III follows from the
Top Secret Marine invasion of Laos in 1969, Dewey
Canyon I, and Dewey Canyon II. While in Washington
WAW lobbied in the House and Senate, conducted
Guerrilla Theatre incidents on Capital Hill, participated
in Senator Fulbrights Senate Foreign Relations Committee Hearings, held a candlelight silent march from the
mall to the White House, demamded the Supreme Court
rule on the Constitutionality of the war, and threw our
Vietnam combat medals into a trash heap on the steps
of the Capitol. We left the mall so clean the Park Dep~rtment planted a tree in memory ~f.Dewey Canyon
III the day we left. By the end Dewey Canyon
III, WAW membership has grown to over fifteen thousand Veterans, including two thousand.J))embers on Ac!ive duty in Vietnam._
Operation P.O.W. was organized by the New England
Chapter of WAW this past Memorial Day Weekend.
A 'one if by land, two if by sea, and three if by air'
signal of six flares began the four.day march which
commenced at Conco.rd Bridge and retraced the route
of Paul Revere. The Vietnam Vets cho.se to gather
freely at Lexington Green in protest of the Vietnam
War. The Lexington Board of Selectmen ignored the
demands
. ..of the people that .the
. war must end now , respondmg m the general tradttwn of our Federal Govt.:
at 3 :00 AM, one hundred fifty vets and over three hundreq local citizens in support of WA W were arrested
as P{is~nors of Wa!. Released the following day, we
continued on .to Bunker Hill where we stoocLour ground
with over one thousand Charlestown residents. For
a Memorial Day Alternative, we then marched from
Bunker Hill along the Freedom Trail to the Boston
Common for a Celebration of Life. Over five thousand
people joined us in sharing food, music, and thoughts
of love and peace.

effect rather than tell the story as a dialogue interplay
or merely by mime. What is more, is the fact that the
play was produced with the talents of the students
instead of a Blackbird Company.
Blackbird should be commended for a fine job, as
well as the students who took·the time to realize the
production with the Trumpetters. I hope that we are
in store for more of this quality entertainment in the
coming months. It is surely an improvement over the
drag of the lounge.

There Hl.4S one unusual
request ... A letter ~rom
a mortal wanting to
Who .
play, -for one day,
was the
the part oP ME,
audacious
Universal Sovereign!
chap?

Some
~ellow
named

George
Plimpton.
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FACULTY VOICE

The Faculty Voice appears in answer to an obvious
need. The Chancellor and the UMPG administration
have ample means to circulate their views. The Portland students have Eddie L. Beard. None of the several faculty viewpoints is expressed in administration
or student publications, and, more often than not, facculty news and views are misrepresented in them.
1~he generosity of Mr. Kendrick and his staff has
provided an answer to this need--a vehicle of faculty
expression with sufficient circulation to fill the void of
faculty news and opinions.
The publication policy of the Faculty Voice section
of the Observer is simple. We intend to publish what our
colleagues give us, with minimun editing, as :well as our

own views. Only irrelevance to .University concerns,
poor taste, duplication, undue length, or lack of space
will warrant omission of postponement of publication.
Final ecijtorial judgement is of course, reserved to the
Observer editors. Articles may be published name withheld, but must be submitted signed. Authorship of material recieved by campus mail will be authe_ntieated before publication. Letters are welcome. Material may be
submitted to any member of the advisory committee.
Membership on the committee is open to those willing
to serve.
Beyond publishing material given us, the committee s
seesits primary responsibility to be expression of faculty
views on the many concerns of the University. Our over-

·Liberal Studies Resolutions Reexamined,
Financial and Academic Matters Studied
In its first two meetings this fall, the Liberal Arts
College faculty passed strong motions and resolutions
concerning financial matters and academic freedom at

UMPG.
Passed in a package at its first meeting, the College:
1. Requested immediate publication of the University budget;
2. Expressed disapproval of changes in Continuing
Education Division polici~s resulting in salary reductions, a decr~ase in program flexibility through cancellation of courses with 'respectable' enrollments,
deplored denial of tuition financial credit to the CED
program for day students enrolled in CED courses, and
requested a CED budgetary statement by October;
3. In view of the failure of the Legislature and
Board of Trustees to provide cost of living salary adjustments, called for establishment of a committee to
investigate and report at the earliest possible date on
the collective bargaining alternatives available to University faculty;
4 . Called on the Administration to recognize that
faculty contracts are not weekly wages but contracts

for annual lump sum amounts and so to guarantee payment of the full increase for 1971-1972, presumably
when Nixon's freeze allows adjustments;
And 5. Cited UMPG President Calisti's admission
that the instructional budget had be~n cut, the salary
situation, cancellation of a Gorham fringe benefit,
reduction of CED salaries, and summer Administration 'decrees' regarding curricula and course scheduling as reason for departments to promptly choose
representatives to the Faculty Affairs Committee.
(That committee is expected to become the faculty's
chief vehicle in dealing with the Administration during the temporary implementation of the controversial governance document approved by the Trustees
until a document is ratified by the faculty.)
The second Liberal Arts meeting, called to make
nominations to the various councils and committees,
brought a large turnout but only modest hterest in
offices. Only two were nominated for the Advisory
Council from the floor for the five Liberal Arts positions on the ballot. However, other nominations
came later in writing.
(cont. on page 7)
,

AAUP Has First Meeting, Collective
Bargaining To Be I~ve~tigated
The first meeting of the UMPG American Association of University Professors chapter gave promise
of an active year for the faculty professional organization:
A committee composed of Profs. Lincoln Fish,
Parker Albee, and William Slavick w~s elected to
gather information on collective bargaining and report to the October meeting.
An early invitation will go to President Calisti and
Vice-President for Academic Affairs MacLeod to meet
with the chapter to discuss such areas of faculty concern as salaries, tenure, faculty .participation in setting
budget priorities, and the faculty'. s role in governance.

Prof. John Spanogle of the Law School was elected a committee of one to seek Administration clarification on faculty contracts for 1971-72 in response
to expressions of concern about the indefiniteness of
current faculty salaries.
And an AAUP-sponsored Faculty dinner was ap•
proved for the fall.
·
Officers for this year, elected last May, are
Phillio Rutherford._oresident; Parker Albee, yicepresident; and David Bradbard, secretary-treasurer.
The local chapter has 68 carryover members from
1970-1971 and is presently soliciting new members.

arching concern is that UMPG realize its potentialities.
Our conviction is that it cannot unless the faculty participates, is propotion to its central role in the University,
in the decision making processes,, including those setting
long and short range priorities. In our view, the chief
failure of the first months of the merger has been the Administration's denial to the faculty its proper role in the
University governance, while encouraging the most exaggerated student demands for equality with faculty in what turn out to be purely advisory bodies.
We do not intend to forget or ignore recent UMPG
·history. We must learn from it. But our concern is rather with changing that pattern to one that promises
progress for UMPG.

.Class Sizes Soar'
Instruction Suffers
Chancellor Smiles
While the figures are sti.]J. approximations (somebody counts slowly, indeed) it is safe to say that fulltime student enrollment is something like 10% over
the maximum figure approved by tht Chancellor. This
means that the tuition recieved from some 340 UMPG
students--about $70,000--goes not to employ faculty to
teach these 340 students but into the Chancellor's coffers.
This is, of course, a hellua way to run a university, and
salient effect of the administrations miscalculation and
the Chancellor's policy is precisely the opposite of what
administration actions are supposed to accomplish: A
denial 9f the resources faculty and students need, in this
case more ~faculty. Class sizes soar, quality instruction declines. (One dean remarked during registration that the
condition for a department getting part-time faculty was
class sizes of 35). Grades fall or standards fall.
The situation is made worse by the admitted cut in
the instructional budget. The English department is an
example, where the effect of the cut has probably been
greatest. English faculty, told in June how many students they should teach find themselves in September
with ten, twenty, thirty, and in onw case forty more
students. Nine sections of English disappeared in the
'shift of instructional funds to the administration_budget.
The seeming ruthlessness of the English department is
turning away hundreds of upperchssmen from English
120 and 150 ,(designed for all students) or turning them .
into upper-level courses they may not survive ( or if they
do, it may be by pulling down the standards in those
courses) is well known. So is the unilateral imposition
of courses and assignments of instructors, in several cases
a week before the term paper began, too late to prepare
or -~ave any texts, as a consequence of lack of funds for
hiring part-time facul_ty for these servi_c~ courses.
Hundreds of students are unhappy; the English
department is demoralized by the violence done
its innovative program and many of its faculty
(cont. on page7)

Why Should You Care About All This?
Why should you care about all this?
Because they're your fights, too.
It faculty can't complain about class sizes, ifs the
students who have to sit in huge classrooms and be
lectured at, without the chance to discuss the material and influence the direction the class takes. It's
students who miss out on the individual attention
they may need and who may receive lower grades
because they don't get that attention--or who may
fail some later course, or screw up something years
later, because they missed out on learning something
important. It's students who feel lost, alienated, in a
college with large classes-.,...who feel like IBM cards.
If some administrator can change curriculum at the
last minute to suit himself, what foolis all the student input to department curriculum-committees?
You will all be taking courses structured for political,

not educational, reasons--and students will be working their butts of(along with faculty on utterly useless curriculum committees.
If all the money gets spent on functionaries' salaries
and administrators' carpets, whose tuition goes up?
·If the faculty aren't free to do what their training
_qualifies them to do, if UMPG is run by bureacrats
instead of ,eachers, it's the students who will find
that their diplomas are worth less than they'd
hoped because they come from a suddenly unaccredited in a lower category than it might have been:
It's the students who will find after graduation how
little weight a degree pulls with grad schools and employers if it's issued by Bureaucrat University.
If all the faculty with balls get fired or submit to
emasculation to stay here, who will be left to teach
you--and what could you possibly learn from that

kind of teacner? How to lose your own?
The teacher that won't tell you the truth, .or as
much of it as he can see, about UMPG, won't tell you
the truth about the Col.d War, either--or about Dr.
Johnson, or ontological ethics, or the phylum ctenophora, or stieltjes jntegrals, or the law of torts.
When we fight our battles, we're sometimes, not
always but more often than you might think-fighting yours. And we could certainly use your help.
If we--students and faculty--get divided, we
get conquered. Most of us can go off and try it again
elsewhere. For most of you, this is your only chance.
If you want to spet1d it as a dupe or a doormat, don't
say you weren't warned.
--Mike Selkin
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hy Peter Cates

John Lennon-Imagine-Apple-SW-3379-$5. 79
The former guiding genius of the most evolving,
ever-changing, controversial group ever to hit contemperru:y music has now completed his second solo
collection (we have already forgiven him for releasing
the wedding album) and this one will bear just as much
intense, worthwhile listening as any pop,rock, folk, or
blues release that has come out in the past six months.
Lennon is the same cynical, restless, self-questioning,
pessimistic individual that he was a year ago but the
same
flares of his disillusionment are not quite as excoriating as they were. There are more love ballads than before and also a lot more of the easy give-and-take between himself and his studio musicians that is characteristic of the p::-ankishness which he indulged in during
his days with McCartney, Harrison, and Starr.
'Imagine', the title song and also a hit on the profiteering top 40 charts, is a lovely, quixotic vision of a
society similar to that envisioned by Charles Reich in
his 'Greening of America' a society where there is no
selfishness, malice, or bigotry, where man can Jive and
let live and not be hassled by the status quo. Sounds a
bit unreal but it is worth aiming towards just the same
and besides, idealism is what keeps the world turning.
'Oh My Love', 'How?', and 'Jealous Guy' are ballads
that clearly establish Lennon's superiority as the
writer of the group, 'Gimmie Some Truth' is a slam at
a Nixonized bureaucracy that deals in false realities.
while practicing mass genocide on the other side of the
world. 'How Do You Sleep?' is a take-off on the writing
style of McCartney J;umself ('Those freaks was right when
they said you wer dead/the one mistake y·o u made was
i~ your h~ad/the only thing you done was yesterday/and
smce you re gone, you're just another day.') Finally
'Oh Yo k o." 1s
. a funky tune with
· rather thane lyrics '
posessing obvious sexual conotations but fun just the
same.

RUMOUR HAS IT' .....

by Bernard Cowan
..... that a certain President of a certain southern Maine
merged institution is eyeing a new position elsewhere . .. .
that the same President has good reasom for his actions .. .
... that a former President's remarks 'The buck stops here'
should be applied to a certain Vice-President at a certain
southern Maine institution and should be reworded to read
'What stops Where?' . .. that a certain Oral Interpretation
class of a certain southern Maine institution is going to take
a certainConnecticut-based institt1tion's tournament by storm
(in a tent if necessary) .. . .. that funding for said team may be
limited to fourteen feet of mosquito netting and a can of 6-12
.... that a trophy or two won by waid team could mean an extrntwo or three ·feet of mosquito netting ... that a 'basso ·continuum' is a nice way of saying ' low budget for the arts' . . ..
that Pollyanna is at the Gorham ClUllpus~disguised as a student
union coordinator (or is that Mary Poppins) .... that it's not
her fault . .. that Gorgeous George is a household word among
Poppins fans .. . that a new and seldom-visited office in Payson
Smith is painted orange and green and stocked with 52 varities
of ice cream (the cleanest restroom in town) . . . that, speaking
of restrooms, faculty johns don't smell because there is some
modicum of difference between faculty'feces and student
stools. : . that faculty johns also lack grafitti (doesn't that
say something about creativity?)... and, finally, that rumor
has it!

Rootes Discusses
"Thoreau" And
Its Messages
by Eric Johnson
September 27, with all phases of production running smoothly and ahead of schedule, I went to
Russell Hall to interview the man in charge. Director
Miner Rootes invited me into his office and we talked
about the upcoming Treehouse Players production.
Q. How did you, Mr. Rootes, happen to select
'The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail' for production.
A. _ This particular play, like many good plays, has
a contemporary message. : Thoreau was concerned
with pollution, war, education, as well as personal
freedom and privacy. Thoreau is a contemporary
person. I have always been impressed by the fact
that nothing is new, it has all happened before. The
Romantic Period is similar to the 'hippie movement';
their alienation to straight society parallels Thoreau's
conflict ~ith the society in which he lived.
Rather than criticism I like the idea that its ove~all flavor is that of love; the samething I believe in and
endorse. It is a doctirne that we do not think much
about, yet as a Christian nation it would be one of
our major premises.
A person who is part of the majority is often offended by dropouts. Thoreau was just that, a dropout. Present day critics :would say that life was less
complicated then, and a person could more easily do
this. I do not believe this is true and evidently neither
do the authors of this play.
If we cannot eliminate complications in a . social
environment we could at least reduce much of it.
Civilization extracts a terrible price; Thoreau complained about this then as many people do today.
In summary, the play is topical, has s~mething to
say, is entertaining and provides a fine vehicle for
actors and technicians.
Q. Speaking of actors, I have often wondered how
a director goes about casting a play. Do you look for
a person who has the characteristics of a figure such
as Thoreau or what?
A. We have 'previously used type casting witli this
play, however, I have abandoned this approach for
the most part.. This was done to allow actors to get
into the skin of another person, to find out how the
person ticks. For example, Thoreau was a relaxed
man yet he had a quick temper. Dan is about the op- J
posite, being slow tempered and meticulous. Erner- son was strong, dynamic and vain type whereas Flick
is a quiet, kind and gentle person. This method of
casting provides a greater opportunity for the actor to
increase his skills.
Q. Are there any other features of this show which
are new or differ~nt, which you think might interest
us?
A. Yes, I am very excited about the set. It is the
heaviest set, weightwise that we have ever used. It
was designed by Mike Roderick. The set makes use
of false floors, slanted platform and much large timbering.
,
In the next issue I will be talking to Mike Roderick and Dan Lakeman concerning their thoughts and
special problems with the play.

LETTERS
(cont from pa,ge 2)
Then I started checking out financial possibilities.
I worked under work study for awhile and it seems my
time cards didn't get turned in until recently. I asked if
there was any possibility of the University paying me
what work study owed me and then keeping my checks
to be reimbursed. Against I hit another pit.
_By this time I was getting pretty darned depressed.
I the~ de?ided that I would check on some non-profit
org~mzations to see if they could help, again nothing.
As It turns out later, certain people in the University
~yst~m are p. o.'d because I explained to these organ~at10ns what had happened and what kind of a predicament I was in. They couldn't help me out either.
l n_ow have less than twelve hrs. to come up ·with
somethmg. Is this fair? I have had to fend for myself
for a long time and can usually work something. But
what about the next student???
Teri Ager

What Did He Say?
Dear Editor:
Students as well as faculty should appreciate that
fa~ures in politics in smaller bodies are likely to be
m1cro?osmic indices of failures in larger ones. Acquie~ence m bureaucratic evasions and arrogance of power
ma university is a clear sign that the situation in society at large is worse. Behold the Nixon Administration:
Despite this truth, neither the UMPG faculty nor
stud_ent body can sustain a claim to integrity if extracumcular energies are as given to intramural conflict
this year as they were last spring.
Last year the bombs continued to rain on Southeast Asia, the UMPG community took no notice.
Racial injustice toward blacks, chicanos, and Maine
Indians continued, iJMPG took little notice. Welf~re
programs were being cut (while unemployment went
up sharply) in half the states and billions were diverted from the poor and education to munitions. We
were sile~t. The environment deteriorates apace;
UMPG did not even support legislation to outlaw
the throw-away bottle. Recently, Gorham student
was denied the right to register to vote in Gorham, a
fate that will befall ten million or more of those
young people being asked to work within the system
between now and the 1972 election. An Observer
story constituted the Gorham student response.
There has been no concerted response here to Attica
or to renewal of the draft. While I was on of those
who complained of its poor coverage of the first
Llb~ral Arts meeting, The Observer is right in suggestmg that such deliberations pale bead"e the Attica
atrocity.
The Portland Student Mobilization Committee
is planning a march, workshops, and an evening program October 13th, directed to ending the war,
~overty, pollution, prison oppression--you name
it. Perhaps this is when we will see how myopic
this year is to be--for administration, faculty,
and students.

ABORTION ,
QUESTIONS •
For Information and
Referral Assistance Call

ABORTION INFORMATION CENTER, INC.
(201) 868-3745
868-3746
9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
Monday to Saturday

I NEED HELP(!! ENVELOPE STUFFERS-------PART-TIMK
$25 GUARANTEED FOR EVERY 100 ENVELOPES YOU STUFF.
ALL POSTAVE PRE-PAID. SEND STAMPED, SELF-ADDRESSED
ENVELOPE, PLUS $1.00 FOR REGIS_TRATION AND HANDLING TO: .
ALLEN KING ~ORP; P.O. BOX 6525, PGH; PENNA; 15212.

Liberal Studies ...
(cont. from page 5)
There was unanimity though, in support of David
Fullam's motion reasserting the faculty's right to
full exercise of academic freedom: Mr. Fullam
warned of creation of 'a climate of suspicion and uncertainty especially inappropriate at such a cr:ucial
time in this University's history,' and reasserted the .
faculty's right to 'be uninhibited in criticizing, and
in advocating changes of accepted theories, widely
held beliefs; existing social, political and economic
1fist,:rt~·;-the·policies-aru:l-.pr.ograms-Of.-theedu
cational institution at which he serves; and uninhibited
in coming to the aid of any of his colleagues whose
academic freedom is in jeopardy.'
The motion was later approved by ~e College in a
mail ballot.

Class Sizes Soar ...
(cont. from page 5)
and even the academic planners, who are responsible for the cuts in English staff despite repeated
warnings of the consequences cannot be happy
with their miscalculations.
English is far from alone. The size of philosophy sections doubled. One chemistry lab with
ten spaces had twenty-five students assigned to
it.
The faculty-student ratio at UMPG was not im- ·
pressive, Generally speaking, the faculty is weak
in research and publication, partly as a result of
large classes and numerous preparations. The news
press of students hurts'the education process and
frustrates faculty trying to meet all of their professional responsibilities. It also amounts to a
faculty charity in the form of 10% more 'production' at effectively lower wages.
The charity is, of course, grudging. Average
f~culty pay increases for 95% of the faculty of
2.6% (now frozen) were far short of cost of living adjustments. In some cases they amounted
to little or nothing when the CED faculty pay
cuts or the lost Gorham spouse .t uition benefit

is subtracted. Real income for services rendered
has fallen as much as 15% in some cases.
Meanwhile, administrators got their pay raises,
those with new titles exorbitant ones. One admin•
istrator of modest qualifications, replacing ~ retiree, started at $3,000 more than his predescessor retired at, a figure higher than that of all but a
small handful of faculty . .Faculty morale cannot
be high when administrators out of college five
or six years, with a bachelor's degree, are paid
as much as full professors with ten or fifteen years
experience and more than everybody else. Nor is
it helped when $10,000 is spent redecorating administrators•offices, but faculty in 'need of bookcases are told that they may have them if they ·. i.,
will contribute $42.50 in labor to make a $50.00
book~ase that belongs to the University.
If the additional expenditures for administration produced a better educational situation, facculty might tolerate·some of this. But, if anything, the confusion has increased.
The name of the game is priorities. Education
and faculty are just now low priorities at UMPG.
Only when the Administration freezes administration salaries (or rolls them back) and such expenditures as office redecorating until faculty salaries
and the faculty-student ratio approximate the Administration's style of administration can we begin
to take Administration apoligies for the upside
down situation seriously . .

History Dept Presents
Canal of American History
The UMPG history department will present a program entitled 'The Canal of American History', Thursday, October 7, at 3:30 p.m. in the Luther Bonney·
Auditorium on the Portland campus, featuring a color
film entitled 'Canals West' the story of the American
canal system in the 19th century and a slide lecture
entitled 'The Cumberland and Oxford Canal, 18301872', by Joe W. Eastman, Assistant professor of
history. All interested students and members of the
general public are invited to attend.

You've waited long enough!
The University of Maine at Portland Gorham
proudly presents:

The Bookcellar
... records
.. .incense
...natural foods
... stickers
... banks
... yoyo ' s
...herbs
... candles
... clothes
... toiletries
...posters
... cards
... supplies
... books
...books
... books
'

.,

comin g soon to the
Gorh am Campus
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CLASSIFrED
The OBSERVER will furnish free space for
classified advertisements to lJMPG students or to
anyone •wishing to reach UMPG students. If you
have something to give away, trade, buy or sell; ot
need a ride or-riders, write your ad down and
ieave it in the OBSERVER office in the Gorham
Lounge.
FOR SALE: A brand new five-string banjo complete
with case, extra strings and beginners book. Contact
Pat Feely, 409 Upton Hall.
TYPING WANTED: Terrnpapers, compostions, etc.
Will discuss price. Contact PatFeelv. 409 Upton Hall
North Country is on sale in the Observer office.
25 cents per copy.
HELP WANTED: Semi-experienced trim painter
wanted to work part-time (Tuesday, Thursday,
Saturday, Sunday). Call J. Michael Erspamer, Tel.
772-5502.
FOR SALE:3 speed bike. Paid 65 will sell for $40
Perfect condition, used only two months. See Randy
Judkins 815 Towl'r B
FOR SALE
Craig Cassette Tape Recorder-excellent conditionincluded are a carrying case-adapter and microphone.
$25.00
Contact:
Paula Martin
Tower A-Rm 604
Gorham Campus
For Sale
Must sell immediately (Monday/Tuesday) handmade,
walnut-colored. kid leather bike jacket. Was $85. Size.
.38-4t'l and in excellent condition. Price: $35. · See Patil
in 405 Anderson.
For
· t CondT
1970Sale
Kawasaki 250cc. Scrambler-Exce11 en
1 ionasking $500.00.
Harry Clifford
Towers 108
Ride Wanted: To Boston or Northshore·in the area of
Beverly or Salem; Friday afternoon October 8. Call
839-3846 (Gorham) and leave message for Barry.
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Soccer men
Tripped 1-0
The UMPG defense held up quite well against the
barrage of Castleton State's soccermen as the Vermont
men pounded goal' shots at PoGo goalie Rick Simonds
until an overtime deflection slipped in to give them a
1-0 win over UMPG Saturday.
John Picone and Kirk Rau turned in fine defensive
performances as did middlemen Mike McGraw and Jim
Mingo. UMPG's potent front line just couldn't crack the
defense of Castleton as they were outhussled and outplayed the UMPG squad in handing us our second loss
against one win.
October 5 the team travels to Salem, Mass., to meet
the Witches of Salem State.

Wonrt(!l1L's rJ~ennis

Lose:s Opener
The women's varsity tennis team, in its opening
match of the season, was defeated last Monday at
Bates College in a close contest 3 to 2. UMPG's
Kathy Downing once again defeated Ann Donaghy
(6-3, 4-6, 6-0) in 1st singles while the 2nd doubles
team of Liz Kelley and Nancy Halleck downed Sherry
McGowan and Sue Kistenmacher (6-1, 4-6, 6-0).
Chalking up losses for tlie UMPG team were Carla
Tewksbury to Dee Dee Grayson (7-5, 6-3) in 2nd singles, Jan Saurman and Sue Philbrick to Sue Oliver and
Sandy Boothby (6-0, 6-4) in 1st doubles, .and Diane
Palanza to Juli~ Holmes (6-3, 1-6, 6-4) in the 3rd
singles spot.

Mike McGraw (16) and Gil Decampos (19) attempt to keep the football out of the
goal during a losing effort Saturday against Castleton (Vt.) State College.

Hockettes Remain
Undefeated After
Bates Deadlock

Tea1n Tryout Schedules
Bowling
_.
Any woman interested in Intercollegiate Ten-Pin
Bowling should see Miss Willard at the Portland gym ..
Practice will be arranged after a team is selected.

All men interested in Varsity Skiing should meet at
one of the following times:
Portland: Wednesday, October 6 at 3:30 in the
gym
Gorham: Thursday, October 7 at 4:00 in Hill gym
Anyone interested but unable to attend the meeting
should contact Coach Ron Cole in the Music Dept. on
the Gorham Campus.

BRO.OKS
BAKERY
10%

DISC:OUNT

On

All

Decorated Cake
STUDENTS

that is safe,
· legal & ·
•
•
1nexpens1ve

24. hours-7 days

GORHAM

OBSERVER
UMPG
Gorham,Me.
Portland, Me.

Subscription rates
(30 issues)
(15 issues)
(4 issues)

· A..professional
ABORTION

21S-722-S360

( with college

Full year
6 Months
Monthly

Gymnastics
The first meeting for all women who want to compete in gymnastics will be held at the Portland gym at
2:30 Monday, Oct. 4. See Mrs. Breton before this
meeting if you are interested in trying out for the
team.

can be set up on an
outpatiem basis by calling
The Problem Pregnancy
Educational Service, Inc.

For

10 MAIN Sr,

Volleyball
Practices for the UMPG Women's Volleyball Team
will begin on Monday, Oct. 11 at 3:30 p.m. in the
Portland g:,r-n. Tryouts will continue on Tues., Wed.,
and Thurs. from 3:30-5:00 p.m. See Miss Willard if
you are unable to make practice the first week.

$5.00
$3.00
$1.00

for professional, confidential
and caril'lQ help.

The varsity field hockey team achieved another
first this week with a 2 - 2 deadlock against Bates
College. It was the first time in 4 years that Bates
has been scored upon. The Portland-Gorham women
play brilliant defensive ball which time after time
halted the agressive Bates forward line. Goalie, Debbie
Shaw was outstanding with over 20 saves. Other
defensive standouts were Donna Crighton, Barbara
Jesson, Karen Lutz, Pat Metcal.
The first goal for UMPG was a blazing drive from
10 feet out by center Donna McGibney. The final
tally was a quick flick to the comer of the cage by
inner Chickie Cusick with an assist from Marsh.
The JV team suffered their first loss of the year
with a 6 - 0 romp by Bates.
The women's hockey team triumphed o~er Nasson
College 2-0 in a hard fought game Thursday afternoon. Goals were scored by Debbie Selleck and
co-captain Donna McGibney. UMPG is undefeated
thus far in the season with 2 wins and a deadlock.
The next game will be Oct. 5 at Westbrook College
in Portland.

